The *On-Line Companion* is a digital successor to *The Worlds of Roman Women* (Focus Press, 2005), a text-commentary for intermediate-level Latin students that contains essays, images, and Latin passages by and about Roman women who lived from the earliest periods of Roman history to the 4th century CE.

*Companion* offers ready access to glosses, images, translation aids, activities and web resources that make the process of reading and interpreting Latin less stressful and permit the intermediate Latin reader to make meaningful connections between language and material culture.

*Companion* has two major parts:
1. **Worlds** divides the readings and images into 10 categories: *Childhood, Learning, Marriage, Family, Body, State, Class, Work, Flirtation, and Religion*. Each *World* contains a cover page that introduces the visual and textual content with a brief descriptive essay about women’s experiences in that World and hyperlinked lists of passages and images that illustrate that *World*. The *Textmap* linked to the *Worlds* cover page lists all passages on the site, arranged by *Worlds* and hyperlinked. The Vergil passage can be found in the *World of the Family*.

2. **Instructional Resources**, perhaps of greater interest to teachers, contains a friendly User Guide, an annotated Bibliography (hyperlinked to on-line materials where available), model Syllabi & Lesson plans, class Activities making use of the site, lists of web Resources for translation and interpretation, a Credits page naming our many contributors.